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Chapter 2: Linear Programming (LP) (part 1)

(some contents are taken from "Barnett lZieglerlByleen College Mathematics 12e" with modifications)

2.1 Constructing a Model for a Linear Programming Problems (LP)

We first define nonnegative variables. They are all 'tunknown" values in your

problem. A linear programming problem is composed of two main parts:

L. Objective function (This is what you want to minimize/maximize)
Z. Constrarnts (These are all restrictions of your problem, written in the form of

equalities or inequalities')

Moreover, to make it "linear", objective function and the left-hand side (LHS) of

constraints must be linear, that is they are in the form arxr + azxz + a3x3 * '., * zlnXn'

Formulation

Minimize (or Maximize) Objective function (z = arXr * ... * dnXn)

Subject to constraint 1

constraint 2

corlstraint m
all variables are nonnegative

Example z.L.L

Atea shop provides 3 different kindsof tea: red tea, green tea and blacktea. The

following table shows the information for selling each type of tea.

The shop prepares only 75 litres of tea per day. Their daily budget is 5000 THB.

Their business hours are B hours a day. How much tea in each type should they sell to
gain the maximum profit? Write this problem as an LP formulation.

Tvpe of tea Cost (THB/litres) Brewinq time (hour/litres) Profit (THB/litres)

Red tea 20 0.1 20

Green tea 23 o.2 L7

Black tea 25 0.1 35
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2.2 Graphs of Linear Inequalities

When you draw a line graph on xy plane, the line splits the plane into two parts.
We call each part half-plane.

1. Draw the line graph of its equality form.
2. Find a point not on the line and check whether it satisfies the inequality.
3. If that point satisfies, shade the half-plane containing that point. Otherwise,

shade the other half-plane.
Note: - If the inequality is < or ), w€ include the line.

- If the inequality is < or ), w€ don't include the line.
(Use dash-line to draw the line.)

Graph the followinr linear equalities.
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Suppose a manufacturer makes two types o, ruor'.'ffi..6ihe retevant
manufacturing data are given in the table below. \.-/ \-/

Department Labor-cost/1 hour
For cof,loo

Labor- cost/1 hour
For siltrc Maximum Labor- cost

Designins B B G 160
Finishins 4 t2

Moreover
Suppose the profit
t hour is $5.

in t houi

s 160

s

Example 2.1.3 t

The band

trffiftnFproblem as an Lp formutation.
make to gain the mEiiiffi@fit?

(Note that, in fact, the solution of this problem must be integrat.)
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Write down a linear programming for findirElhpw much time they should produce

_rqffir?}l}L: 
tnr.n time thev should produc{Qllhder these conditions to earn the

Maxi w;ze. q0Y qg
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A music band hires an agency to record their concert and sell the record in 3
formats: CDs, DVDs, and BDs. The followiqg table shows the informatipn,qiven from the
aeency. x y 7 {drx=Savo6CDd$fr,1

r 'sllI+@"@qffi'ffi
trE-lggqt. How many discs in each type shoutd they mi

ucinq cotton must be less th 15 hours.

xrb 
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Cost(THB/disc) Profit(TH B/d isc) Processing time(Hou r/disc)
CDs 50 150 0.5

DVDs 100 200 1
BDs 200 300 2
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2.3 Geometric Method for solving Linear programming probtems

1. Graph all constraints in xy plane. The area satisfying all constraints is called
feasible region.

2. Find the coordinates of all corner points (vertices)
3, Substitute these coordinates into the objective function to check which one (s)

gives minimum/maximum value.

Note: - If the feasible region is empty, there are no solutions.
- If the feasible region is open or unbounded, there may be no solutions.
- If the feasible region is closed and bounded and there are no integralconstraints,
there is a solution at a corner point.

Example 2.3-1' rt"3rymethod to find an optimal solution of the following linearprosrammins Jfffi
Maximize the quantity

Subject to the constraints
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Example 2.g.2 Use geometric method to find an optimal solution of the following linear

programming

Maximize z=4x+L4y

Subject to
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Example 2.3,3 Use geometric method to find an optimal solution of the following linear
programming
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Example 2.3.4

An.investorhas@.oinvestinbusinessAandB.BusinessAyieldsan
e of 60lo profit and buEiFss B yields an average of 70o/o profit. The investoi requires
JSast,three,tiTes as much monev slould be investqd-in business A as in business
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